
 

 

Grooming Consent Form 
 

OWNER’S FIRST NAME SURNAME 
  

ADDRESS  

  

TELEPHONE MOBILE TEL. 
  

EMAIL ADDRESS  
  

DOG’S NAME SEX (M OR F) 
  

BREED / DESCRIPTION. DOG’S AGE 
  

VETS NAME / ADDRESS  

TEL NUMBER.  
  

NOTES /ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.  

I.e. Allergies, medical conditions,  
recent treatment.  

  

  
 

 

I agree to allow my dog to be groomed by Bark Groomers as necessary upon my appointment. I understand my dog 

will be bathed, clipped, treated, styled and given a basic health check. I confirm that my pet is fit and healthy, enabling 

the work to be carried out safely and vaccinations are up to date. Any concerns will be clarified above and discussed. I 

agree that Bark will not be held liable or responsible for irritations, abrasion, patchiness or hair loss due to any pre - 

existing skin condition, or as a result of de-matting, thinning, stripping, or shaving or any mishap caused by non-

disclosure of my pet’s medical condition or behaviour. If my pet bites or attempts to bite any person or pets, a muzzle 

may be used, or other restrictions at the discretion of the dog groomer. If work at this point cannot be fully carried out, 

treatment may have to stop and I will pay for all work done to that point. If my pet harbours any parasites I understand 

that grooming will cease and the pet returned home for treatment. If my pet’s health causes concern I understand that I 

will be advised on collection. In the event that veterinary treatment is considered urgent I give consent for my pet to 

be transported to my own vet, if that was not possible then the closest vets. If treatment is due to the groomer causing 

the injury, then all costs will be covered by the insurance company in place. 

 

Please note in the event of having a Matted Coat 

 

I am aware that if my dog’s coat is matted, I have the following three (3) options: 

 I can brush the coat out and return at a later time for grooming. 

 Bark Groomers will de-mat my dog, which will incur additional charge, as currently advertised, to the regular 

grooming fee if it does not overly stress dog out. I understand that time and costs associated with de-matting 

are unpredictable and subject to the particular condition of the Dog. 

 Request a shave down and start over. Additional fees may apply. 

 

I confirm that all that all facts above are true. I accept and consent to all terms and conditions.  

 

 

 

Signature -                                                                                                         Date - 


